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Jokes that can't be put on slides

(when I explain the title of the talk and such)



We'll see two kinds of (mathy?) linguistics 

Because

● We have 30 min so I need to talk about more stuff.
● We need to include math so I could stay in this department.

About this talk

● Part I: Two examples of fancy math words appearing in linguistics literature.
● Part II: Two (concrete, maybe too concrete) problems. (Which have nothing to 

do with part I.)



Fancy math word I: λ calculus

First, fancy linguistics:

some syntactic rules written in:

      phrase-structure-rule form                                        lambda abstraction form 



Slightly more complicated (useful) ones



Why to write in this way?

It'll be (allegedly) easier to verify equivalences and non-equivalences like:

● Melanie studies math and is on probation                                  is equivalent to 
● Melanie studies math and Melanie is on probation
●
● Some student took Greek, Hebrew and Kaqchikel 
● and is taking German and Portuguese                                  is not equivalent to
● Some student took Greek, Hebrew and Kaqchikel 

● and some student is taking German and Portuguese     



Fancy math word II: (look at all those words)



Some results



More

Half of the proof:



Problems! Finally.

● Problem I: Problem 1 from 1st IOL 

● Problem II: Problem 1 (partial) from 13th IOL

IOL: International Linguistics Olympiad 

(Which is for little kids, I know.)



Problem I 



Problem I 

I'll do it on the board!

Strategies (might work) in (math) olympiads: 

● Wild guesses

● Wishful thinking

● Write down "observations" no matter how obvious you think they are
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Problem II 



Problem II

I'll do it on the board!

Strategies (might work) in (math) olympiads: 

● Wild guesses

● Wishful thinking

● Write down "observations" no matter how obvious you think they are

(a) Write the equalities (1–6) in numerals.

(b) Write out in Nahuatl: 42; 494.

Recall

● A ring is a set with + and ·. 

● $\mathbb{Z}$ is a ring.
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